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Well warmer weather is finally
upon us and by warmer weather
I mean we don’t have big
numbers in the forecast that
were preceded by a very
noticeable minus sign.   Of course
now that the weather is a little
more favourable to do observing,
it doesn’t get dark until late in
the evening.  Sometimes you
can’t win for losing but I
preferred it warm over cold any
day.
It seems that the cold winter had
effects reach all the way to the
halls of power in Toronto. I guess
that cabin fever can take it’s told
even on our “leaders”.  So we
now find ourselves in an election
campaign that none of the
parties seemed particularly ready
for.
For us in the astronomical
community, especially those
members of the RASC who are
heavily active in public outreach,
education and those who develop
education programming. It is
with great interest, we watch
with which party presents a

platform that is at the very least
sympathetic to our goals in the
society. After all our mission is
to advance Astronomy and its
allied sciences.
I would like to encourage all you
to get out and vote. Every vote
counts one way or another even
if it doesn’t change the balance
of power in favour of one party
or another. Your vote represents
funding dollars to help support
your party (provided they reach
party status in Queens Park); it
also provides bragging rights and
ammunition for the parties in the
form of popular support.   There
are several other reasons on how
your vote is used and I
encourage you to research it
further.
Unfortunately we cannot escape
politics and how it can come
home to roost.  The present
situation along the Russian-
Ukrainian border has gone from
a territorial/humanitarian dispute
that doesn’t have a direct impact
on those in the Astronomy
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community to a dispute that may have long
term impact.
Over the last number of years the American
political system has been locked in an
endless battle for
supremacy over the political land.  Debate,
reason and comprise seem to have gone out
the window leaving behind dug in and
polarized opponents.  More blame than
solutions have surfaced and absolute no long
term thinking has been in sight.
And so ....The United States ended its space
shuttle program with no successor, and no
way to send Humans into space.  This poses
a problem (a political one for sure) when you
have invested billions of taxpayer dollars into
a space station that is in space.
So to get around that issue they needed to
hitch hiker into space with someone who was
able to and still sending people into space.
That’s where the Russians intersect this
story, as they are the only other game in
town right now.  So they decided to pay the
Russians to launch astronauts to the space
station.
Just to make things more dynamic and
interesting the Russian launching facility is

located in a third country –Kazakhstan- . So
now we have the United States paying
Russians to launch astronauts into space
from somebody else’s country.
I am not an expert nor do I have the inside
scoop on all the motivations that have lead
to the events on the Russian-Ukrainian
border, nor do I want to play them down as
being insignificant either.
So here we find ourselves today where more
politics has come into play and cast science
and co-operation off to the side with little or
thought.    NASA has announced that all
co-operations with their Russian counter
parts (save the hitch hiking) are suspended.
The moral to the story...........your vote
counts, being a part of the political process
even if it is limited to informing yourself on
the issues and who stands for what matters.
The more we all participate the less likely it
is that stupid craziness will rule the day.

I will see you all at the next meeting.
Clear Skies
Brendon Roy

   One of my favourite events to observe in
the night sky is a total eclipse of the moon.
Its leisurely rate of progression through the
Earth’s shadow cone makes it a relaxing and
wonderful experience for the observer and
astrophotographer.
   At the April general meeting of the Thunder
Bay Centre I gave a talk on the mechanics
and characteristics of lunar eclipses.  The
focus of the presentation was how and when
to observe the upcoming total eclipse of the
moon on April 15, 2014.
   Being able to predict when an eclipse will
occur and where the moon will be in the night
sky at that time is easy.  The one thing that
we cannot foresee is the weather conditions
at the time of the eclipse.  We either have to
find a site where the sky conditions are more

promising or catch a very brief coverage of
the event in the news broadcasts.
   I decided to observe the eclipse from a site
a bit west of Stony Mountain (just north of
Winnipeg).  Here in Manitoba a clear horizon
is easy to find but a site off the highway or
road is a bit more difficult.
   By eclipse day the ground was still frozen
but most of the snow had disappeared from
the fields.  With the flat landscape here it
was easy to drive off a gravel road onto a
field with no problem.
   A final check of the weather forecast
yielded good news – clear overnight!  I set
up my telescope and camera equipment at
my selected spot around 23:30 CDT.  Tests
on the equipment (tracking, camera setting
adjustments, lenses, etc.) confirmed that
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everything was ready to go.  The
temperature at the site had dropped to
about -13º C with a light wind at this time.

   I took an image of the full moon before
the eclipse started.  The brilliance of the
lunar surface washed out all but the
brightest stars and planets in that area of
sky.

   Around 00:40 CDT the faint penumbral
(outer) shadow could be faintly seen as it
crept slowly westward across the face of
the moon.
    By 01:00 CDT the umbral (inner)
shadow was distinctly visible on the leading
eastern edge of the lunar disc.  This feature
could easily be seen as a very dark area
covering more and more of the moon’s
surface as time progressed.  An eerie
feeling seems to accompany this slow but
steady progression of this nearly black
shadow boundary as it swallows up the

formerly brilliant full moon.

   As the shadow enveloped the moon the
night sky darkened to reveal many of the
fainter stars in the area previously washed
out in the flood of bright moonlight earlier.

  An hour later the moon’s disc had moved
fully within the umbra.  The moon has lost
its former brilliant white face and has now
faded to a rustyreddish orange colour. Over
the next hour and 18 minutes the moon

will be in total eclipse.
  This is plenty of time to savour the beauty
of this event and take many images.  The
moon’s passage through the Earth’s
shadow gives us an impression of depth
and three-dimensionality to space.  This is
the reason I rate a total eclipse of the
moon so high on my WOW meter!  Even
the flocks of geese in the fields behind me



seemed to react to the changes in the
moonlight as they were very vocal
throughout totality.  The bright star Spica
was easily seen very close to the eclipsed
moon now after it had been rendered almost
invisible in the glare of the pre-eclipsed full
moon earlier.  The rusty colour of Mars stood
out in the dark sky located only ten degrees
to the right of the similar coloured eclipsed
moon.
The colour of the moon during totality is due
to the refraction (bending) of sunlight
through the Earth’s atmosphere into the
umbral shadow cone.  If the Earth had no
atmosphere the moon would fade to black
and completely disappear while in the
shadow cone.
   I have rated the brightness of totality for
this eclipse on the Danjon scale as an L=3
due to its rather light rusty colour and
yellowish rim of the umbral shadow.

  Time seemed to fly by as totality quickly
came to an end at 03:25 CDT as a bright
sliver of light expanded on the southeastern
edge of the lunar disc.
   Over the next hour or so the moon
brightened and the nighttime sky’s darkness
succumbed to the increasing brilliance of a
normal full moon.  The fainter stars that
surrounded the eclipsed moon disappeared.
Even the bright blue-white star Spica at
magnitude 1.0 became more difficult to see

with the unaided eye as the surrounding sky
brightened.
   During this part of the eclipse the sky had
hazed over to the point that any images
taken turned out to be poor in quality but
the moon was still easily visible for viewing.
I packed up my equipment and watched the
rest of the eclipse until just after 05:00 CDT.
I have always considered it bad luck to leave
before the end of an eclipse!

Random chance has worked in my favour
this time as I was blessed with the privilege
of observing another total eclipse of the
moon.  This eclipse was the 41st lunar
eclipse I have observed of which 21 were
total out of 78 possible events!  (Some were
not visible from where I was at the time and
others were clouded out.)  My first lunar
eclipse was the ascending total eclipse of the
moon that occurred December 18, 1964
seen from Southern Ontario.  I have always
enjoyed viewing lunar eclipses throughout
my many years of observing the night sky.
   The next lunar eclipse will be total and
occur on October 8, 2014.  The entire eclipse
will not be visible as the moon will set
shortly after totality ends.  As an eternal
optimist, I anticipate clear skies for this
eclipse and I will be ready to observe the
event!

Ted Bronson



Summer Events
The Centre has begun taking bookings for summer parties. If you have an event that you
would like the Centre to attend/host please let myself or any member of the executive
know.   It is early in the season and we all ready have several requests and or planned
events for the summer.  Once all events are confirmed they will be listed on the Centre’s
website. It promises to be a full summer of Astronomy related events!

Membership Details
As of May 1st we have 54 members. I remind you to check your annual membership

renewal date to remain current.  There is a three month grace period after one year for
renewals to maintain an unbroken membership record.  Those members who have a
current e-mail address on file with the National Office will be sent a reminder to renew
as required.  If you have any questions concerning your membership details then do not
hesitate to contact the National Office or myself.  We do not want to lose any of our
members. Membership renewals are done through the National Office either through the
Internet at www.rasc.ca or by phone toll free at 1-888-924-7272.

Bruce Miron



President          Brendon Roy   (768-5977)
Vice-President        Barney DeSousa  (767-9686)
Secretary         Andy Buchholz   (345-8553)
Treasurer         Brigitte Schaffer (475-9583)
National Rep.         Ken Kaus     (623-4748)
Past President       Bruce Miron    (345-4833)

Library           Vacant      (XXX-XXXX)
Membership         Vacant      (XXX-XXXX)
Newsletter Editor      Bruce Miron       (345-4833)
Observatory Building Project Dave Gallant   (344-4353)
Programs and Media     Vacant      (XXX-XXXX)
Webmaster         Dave Gallant   (344-4353)
Observing Chair       Doug Stuart   (577-3943)

Next monthly meeting,
 June 10th

Next executive meeting May, 27th

Contributions to the next newsletter, June 1st

Next club monthly observing session May 29th

The newsletter is available in PDF version via email and it's in COLOUR. To
receive it you may contact me at rasc_bruce@tbaytel.net and then I can add
you to the list. Don’t forget that I am always looking for contributions for our
monthly newsletter.

Bruce Miron Editor


